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CORE VALUES
The core values of our organization shape the foundation on which we perform our duties and conduct
ourselves as professionals. These values underlie our work, how we interact with each other and create a
culture of value based judgements to support effective decision making. The core values of the Texas
Department of Criminal Justice are Courage, Perseverance, Integrity and Commitment.
Courage: The mental and moral ability to overcome fear, make a decision and take action. This
includes moral courage, social courage and creative courage.
Perseverance: The ability to exercise moral and physical strength to accomplish difficult tasks.
Perseverance requires endurance, determination, tenacity and desire.
Integrity: To do what is morally upright and proper at all times. Integrity is so important because it
has a huge impact on how society perceives us, and can impact us as a whole and as an individual.
Commitment: The determination to exhibit loyalty in service above self. Commitment demands that
we focus on the primary task at hand and show loyalty, duty and pledge faithfulness to the agency above
self .

Texas Correctional Industries
Texas Department of Criminal Justice

The products showcased in this brochure can help to serve as a reminder of the TDCJ core values and
encourage best practices within the agency.

CORE VALUES - PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

Texas Correctional Industries offers a variety of products to personnel within the Texas Department of

Orders should be submitted using a TCI

Criminal Justice. The Core Values Items are quality made pieces that display the adopted values of

Departmental Sales Order. The ADPICS

the agency. Courage, Commitment, Integrity and Perseverance form the foundation on which we

system allows the user to purchase

perform our work and conduct ourselves. These values shape the agency’s culture and define the

directly from TCI.

character of our organization.

Mainframe and ADPICS access to enter

ITEM COMMODITY CODE
A

CORE VALUES

080-65-510001

DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Award, 1/4” Acrylic, 4” Texas, Core Value,
Commitment

$3.65

B

080-65-510002

Award, 1/4” Acrylic, 4” Texas, Core Value, Courage

$3.65

C

080-65-510003

Award, 1/4” Acrylic, 4” Texas, Core Value, Integrity

$3.65

D

080-65-510004

Award, 1/4” Acrylic, 4” Texas, Core Value,
Perseverance

$3.65

E

080-65-510005

Award, 1/2” Acrylic, 4” Coaster, Frosted, with Core
Values

$3.65

F

080-78-510006

Award, Black Ceramic Mug, 12 oz, with Core Values

$13.89

G

080-78-510008

Award, Blue Stainless Steel Water Bottle, 20 oz, with
Core Values

$13.29

H

080-78-510010

Award, Small Leather Key Fob with Core Values

$2.18

I

080-78-510011

Award, Large Leather Key Fob with Core Values

$2.18

J

201-37-000000

Core Values Patch, Embroidered

$3.00

already did,” - Newt Gingrich
“Individual commitment to a group effort that is what makes a team work, a company
work, a society work, a civilization work,” -

requisitions into the system can enter a
TCI Sales Order.
Section VII of the ADPICS Users Manual
details the methodology for purchasing

“Perseverance is the hard work you do
after you get tired of doing the hard work you

from TCI.
Questions or issues with purchasing
these items can be directed to customer
service by telephone at 1-800-833-4302
or by email at tci@tdcj.texas.gov.

Vince Lombardi
“The supreme quality of leadership is
unquestionably integrity.

Without it, no

real success is possible, no matter whether it
is on a section gang, a football field, in an
army or in an office,”
Eisenhower

- Dwight D.

“Successful
leaders have the
courage to take
action

while

others hesitate,”
- John Maxwell
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